
AGILE AND RESPONSIVE PERFORMANCE
Built to accommodate a crew of water rescue professionals, the R-Series Rescue Rafts are designed for the agile and 
responsive performance required in unpredictable scenarios. Constructed with advanced-formula PVC using state-of-the-art 
seam welding technology, resulting in superior abrasion resistance, longevity and air retention. Whether the mission involves 
debris-filled floodwaters or backcountry environments, rescue professionals can depend on the R-Series Rafts. 

• 52 oz., 2000 denier PVC tubes and floor material  
• 68 oz., 4000 denier bottom wear patch
• 4" floor insert enclosed in zippered floor pocket constructed with 4000 denier PVC bottom and 1000 denier PVC top
• 2-3 drop-stitch thwarts (7" x 12" ) attach with user-friendly batten system
• 7-8 (4 main, floor insert and 2-3 thwarts) air chambers with Leafield™ A6 pressure relief valves 
• Top-quality Leafield D7 and C7 Valves
• Frame wear patch, 6-8 foot cups, 16-22 D-rings, 6-8 carry handles 
• 360 degrees of reflective material on outer carry handle patches for visibility 
• Includes repair kit 
• 3-year warranty

86092.01  |  12'2"L x 6'4"W

18" tube diameter  |  kick bow/stern: 29"  |  interior width: 40"

R-SERIES RESCUE RAFTS
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Bright colors and logos stand 
out on the water, and alert 
casualties and the public to 
your mission

Foot cups give stable 
anchoring for crew members 
when conditions get rough

Heavy-duty tube and floor 
material shrugs off encounters 
with rocks and the wear and 
tear that comes with high-
intensity rescue efforts

Multiple D-rings and handles 
provide lots of options for gear 
tiedown and portaging

86095.01  |  13'L X 6'2"W

18" tube diameter  |  kick bow/stern: 30"  |  interior width: 37"

86096.01  |  14'1"L x 7'3"W

22" tube diameter  |  kick bow/stern: 30"  |  interior width: 43"

R130

R140

R120

External carry handles feature 
reflective material for easy 
location in low light situations


